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Amongst the golden corn …
Anne Silins recalls Harvestime in Appleby Magna

B

y October the crops were ripe and gold. It was time for the harvest. Out in
the elds a space around the gates was opened up with a scythe then
the self-binder was brought in to cut wide swathes. It would go round
and around working inwards towards the centre of the eld. The sheaves shot
out of the back of the self-binder and just
lay there in the sun.
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Threshing days were di cult days too.
From the moment the great belt started to rotate between engine and thresher,
and the drum in the thresher itself began its loud monotone hum, there was no
respite. Sheaves were fed into the bowels of the machine with relentless
regularity. Out came the corn, straw and cha , all separated. Men ran up granary
steps carrying heavy sacks of grain. But the lightest and dirtiest job was
collecting the cha , which would be used in winter for bedding.
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The men followed along set the
sheaves upright by leaning
them together in groups of
eight. They formed hutlike structures known as
stooks. Every farmer
seemed to have his
own idea for the
formation of a stook,
each farmer passing
judgement on his
neighbour’s method.
When they had stood
long enough for the
wind and sun to dry
them, they were ready
for loading and carting
back to the ‘rick’ yard.
Those were long days, often
not nished until the sun was
setting.

October’s meeting is
at 10.00am on the
19th
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Let’s all go down the
pub …
Karen Brown has been looking into the
history of Appleby’s public houses
Like many of Appleby’s buildings the history
of The Crown Inn is somewhat patchy but
we do know some key facts.
In 1831 the buildings comprising the inn
were described as 3 cottages,
buildings and gardens.

“The annual dinner of the Appleby
Association for the prosecution of Felons
took place on November 11th at The Crown
Inn. There was a large attendance of
members and an excellent dinner was
provided by Mr Saddington. The Rev.WS
Bamber presided. An allowance was granted
to Mr A Chandler to meet his expenses in
prosecuting a dishonest assistant. A very
pleasant evening was spent, toasts and song
succeeding each other.”

There were 3 households in 1841.
James Yardley, a publician, was
one householder with his wife
Alice and 6 children. The 2 other
households were probably those
of Joseph, an agricultural
labourer, and Mary Kirk and their
3 children. There was also a man
called
Thomas, who was a
blacksmith, together with Sarah
Squelch.
The Appleby Old Friendly society
operated from The Crown until
1924.This provided what we
would now call insurance to protect
members against debts incurred by illness,
old age and death. Members paid weekly
contributions and were then due nancial
support when not able to work. Every Whit
Monday the Society held a processional
walk through the village followed by a
church service and a meal at The Inn.

The fact that The Crown is an inn rather
than a pub may also hold some secrets
about its past history. Inns developed in
places where there was travelling for trading
purposes. Food and lodgings were provided
plus stabling and fodder for the travellers
horses.Inns also provided community rooms
for meetings and ceremonies.

The
Appleby Association for the
prosecution of Felons also operated from
The Crown. This was the era before police
so was the equivalent to our modern day
Neighbourhood Watch. It appears that a
good time was had by all at a dinner held at
the Crown, or so the December 1890 parish
magazine reported.

We believe that the origins of naming an inn
The Crown dates back to the English Civil
War 1642-1651 during the reign of Charles
1. The war was between Parliamentarians
(Roundheads) and Royalists (Cavaliers). To
name an inn The Crown was a way of
declaring loyalty to the Royalists.

History mystery ???
This month’s object is made of glass and although looks
decorated would have originally been plain. Degradation
in the ground has affected its surface.

A full explanation will be in our November edition
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A friendly village
Eileen Chapman recalls some of her life spent in
Appleby Magna
In the 1950s Appleby was a small and friendly village. We literally
knew everybody in the village: their names,
occupations, who was related to whom, who was
pregnant, who was “courting”. There were very
few secrets in our little village. The men were
employed as farm labourers, miners at
Measham or Donesthorpe collieries or
worked at the brick-yard at Snarestone.
There were three shops where groceries
were sold. At our Post O ce which mother
ran, we sold groceries. Biscuits were in
large tins and had to be weighed and sold
by the pound. Sweets and chocolates were
sold loose too, in ozs or a quarter lbs (4 ozs).
We also sold para n for the lamps; kept in
smelly barrels in a back yard shed. Cigarettes
and tobacco we stocked too; Woodbines in
5’s,Craven A, Gold Make Players.
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An old man, Mr Fowkes, smoked thick twist and also chewed it
and then spat it out. He often came when the shop was closed.
He came round to the back door as large as life and as he came©
by the window he shouted “Bring it, way ya Mrs Chapman” and
Mrs Chapman obliged and bought it. Uncle Charlie Bates had
the general stores in Church Street. Of course he sold bread and
cakes and pork pies – all home made by Dan Harper from
Acresford.
He sold ham, bacon sausage etc. Beadman’s
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butchers shop was on his premises
and animals were actually killed at
the back somewhere. Uncle Charlie
was in partnership with him at one
stage.
Mrs Lakin also had a little shop in
Duck Lake. She sold sweets,
biscuits and haberdashery.
She was a widow and had
one son Tom, who was
a couple of years older
1921
than I was. I
Eileen Chapman
remember he
bought a car for
£15, when he was
old enough to
drive- there were
no driving tests.
One Saturday four
of us went to a
dance at Austrey.
Eddie Johnson and I
were at the back, Tom
driving of course and Elaine
Johnson to partner him. He ran
over a rabbit and killed it on Austrey
Hill and Eddie and I had to have its
body at the back with us.
Miamidead
U. Libraries
There were no boots to the cars
then. I was horri ed but Tom was
determined to get the rabbit home
for his Mother to stew for their
dinner.
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Local field names ...
Richard Dunmore researched eld names in
the village at the start of the 1830’s

D

own the centuries, inhabitants of Appleby,
like those of many another rural village,
made a living from the land. It is not
surprising that, with such a close connection with
the land, men should have given a name to every
piece of land under cultivation. The main reason
for this would have been the practical business of
identi cation, to claim ownership perhaps, but
there was also being able to describe where work
was to be carried out on any particular day.

The map show names of elds around the church
marked in red.
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Having collected all these names together, what
do they mean? Many of them are at rst sight
quite ba ing. In fact they often carry meanings
which show the development of agriculture in the
parish, describe geographical features or the
fertility of the land often with quiet humour - 'hang
dog' referring to unproductive land and 'jacks
att' was so unproductive it was consigned to the
devil (jack)! 'Sugar candy' is thought to be an
ironic reference to sticky or brittle soil.
Wild
plants occur: 'blobbs' are water blobbs or marsh
marigolds and 'wade' (woad) is the blue dye we
associate with the ancient Britons. There are
useful crops such as oats (feed for horses), rye
grass (a fodder crop for sheep) and 'berrel' which
was a special barley grown for brewing English
ale. 'Cuthbert' and 'Charles' are not what they
seem: 'cut' 'butt' (Cuthbert) refers to short land
strips with deep-cut furrows for drainage; and
Charles close was in fact the Churl's (peasant's)
close, harking back to medieval times. Some of
the names can be traced back even further. The
rst element of Crosswell, which eventually gave
its name to one of the Open Fields on the
Snarestone side of the parish, probably derives
from the Celtic element cors meaning marsh. The
word still exists in modern Welsh, meaning a bog
or a swamp.
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Last month’s History
Mystery …
What on earth? …
Last month’s object belongs to English
Heritage from one of their dig sites at
Corbridge. It is a copper alloy dodecahedron.
It has been puzzling archaeologists since the
18th century, both in terms of function and
date. Very few have been found in clear
archaeological contexts.
Its unusual shape and lack of context has led
to over 50 di erent theories being published in
academic papers alone. One theory that
seemed to gain popularity for a while was that
they were used to knit gloves, the di erent
sized holes being for the di erent ngers.
However, knitters have pointed out that this is
not the quickest, or easiest, way to knit gloves!
Other ideas range from a device for
determining the optimal date for sowing winter
grain, a candle holder, sceptre head, die, range
nder, surveying instrument or child’s toy.

You must try
harder ...
Lawrence Halliwell recalls his slip ups at
school
On my rst day, mid-term, at a new junior
school, a sourish elderly teacher examined
me in public. I knew my tables, but did not
gabble them fast enough and was rebuked
"we do much better than that as this school!"
Handing in my rst written work at my new
selective grammar school in 1940 I was
asked what I had used to produce such
dreadful handwriting, a stirrup pump? (citing
the equipment used to spray water on
incendiary bombs).
These are two things I have never forgotten.
My rst paper at university I typed, only to be
advised I needed to keep up my handwriting
in preparation for needing to employ it at high
speed in my nal examination.
There seems that sometimes you cannot
please all of the people!
Lawrence Halliwell
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School Memories …
Our FaceBook followers have been recalling stories about the school nurse …

Blummin scalp was red raw by the
time my mother had nished
combing my hair …
Elizabeth Tams

My mum, said she used to
watch the lice, crawling
around on the girl’s collar, who
sat in front of her at school.
Mum said, she had them herself
for ages, (this was in the 30’s).
Then DDT came out, and she said,
she sat in front of her mum, who placed
a shovel in front of her, watching them drop
out, onto it, before my nan threw them onto the re.
Also, if you read about DDT now, it’s highly dangerous, and
possibly carcinogenic, so don’t try this at home, folks.
Sheridan Hill

We used to call her Nitty
Nora Flea Explorer!
The inspections were
done in the
assembly hall. If
you had lice it was
somehow made
public knowledge
and the poor kids
never lived it
down and were
called Flea Bags.
So disrespectful
doing it so publicly.

I loved the smell of the
solution they used as
treatment. The only
thing is everyone
else knew what it
was for. I had
long plaits so
my
mum
always knew
when “Nitty
Nora” had
been on her
rounds as they
could never do
my hair as my
mum did for me, so
it owed freely in the
wind until I got home.
Angela Carmichael

I just remember that
mum had a special
comb she used after
we had our hair
washed, it was torture.
Maureen Patterson

Me and my 3 siblings
never ever had nits when
we were at school. I have
often wondered if this was
because our mum always
put vinegar in the water
when she rinsed our hair.
Janet Wall

Lunda Poncia

Our illustrations on this page are by Margaret Clarkson who was born in Rotherham, 1941
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Clothes maketh man

T

he tradition of
celebrating Harvest
Festival in churches
u
o
as we know it today
y
Did
began in 1843, when the
?
w
oon
kno
m
Reverend Robert
ll
t fu ober is
s
e
r
Hawker
invited
t
Oc
nea
e
The 1st of as Th
parishioners to a special
to 2 nown Moon
thanksgiving
service for
k vest
r
a
H
the harvest at his church at
Morwenstow in Cornwall.

Violets in Autumn…
Marina has been looking into more English
Folklore

V

iolets in Autumn
meant an epidemic
was imminent, but
dreaming of them foretold
glad tidings. Plasters of
violet leaves reduced
swellings and ulcers and
healed sore throats. Also
used for catarrh,
bronchitis
and
rheumatism

Victorian hymns such as "We plough the elds
and scatter", "Come ye thankful people, come"
and "All things bright and beautiful" helped
popularise his idea of harvest festival and
spread the annual custom of decorating
churches with home-grown produce for the
Harvest Festival service.

Source: “Country
Folklore” by Trevor Beer

Then and now ...
A century and more has passed between these two photographs ...

W

hilst doing the research for the Earth Museum Project Sonia Li discovered a post card
dated 1905 that showed both the Church and the Old School in Appleby Magna from an
angle not often seen.

As part of the development of the Earth Project each item has to have its geolocation recorded to
allow its positioning on the world map and in doing so it allowed us to take a modern image from
the same spot.
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We can compare what the ravages of more than a hundred years have done to the buildings. I
think you can agree they have stood the test of time very well.
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Appleby Wakes Weeks ….
Wakes week often fell in the rst part of October

A

ppleby Wakes were celebrated from the
Saturday nearest to October 10th and
lasted for a whole week. In 1985, Mrs
Mabel Nickels recalled that in her younger days
the village was visited by a fun fair which was
held on the 'Knob', an open piece of ground on
the corner of Church Street and Bowleys Lane,
where Adelaide House and No. 1 Bowleys Lane
now stand. It was alongside the Adelaide Inn, in
Church Street, where many of the evening
activities took place. There was a dance every
night and, to accommodate this, a partition between the Tap Room and the
Parlour was moved back and some of the furniture removed. The dancing
was accompanied by a small group of musicians who played a concertina, a
'kind of cello' and a piano. This Appleby band supplied the music at many
dances in this and neighbouring villages.

Basil’s bit …

I

must tell you this month about my cousin, Roger, who was a very
small and very charming harvest mouse. He lived in a little nest
that was lined with the softest thistledown. It hung suspended
within a eld of corn. We used to visit him as we lived nearby too, and
often you would nd us frolicking or sharing picnics of sumptuous berries,
insects and seeds. We were all extremely content here.
One day, when the sun was rising in the morning sky, Roger heard a
distant noise, and the ground beneath him began to tremble. He shivered
in fear and proceeded to poke his little nose outside the door. There,
approaching fast was a monstrous machine with teeth of gleaming steel.
It pu ed and squealed, lashing wildly and spewing grain as it ate the corn
beneath it.
Poor Roger! He was now so scared that he leapt down to the ground, and
moving with such alarming speed, he charged through an opening at the
edge of the eld, and sat with a pounding heart behind a
horse chestnut tree.
This heaving giant gyrated
relentlessly all day long. It ate the corn with such
amazing speed, that soon the eld was quite empty
and Roger’s delightful home was all gone.
Luckily we made Roger a new home high up in the
school roof amongst some old straw that had been
left by a builder some years before.
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Roger lived there for many a
happy year …

Autumn or
Fall?
Both words originate
in England

T

he older of the two
words is autumn,
which rst came
into English in the 1300s
f ro m t h e L a t i n w o rd
autumnus. It had
extensive use right from
its rst appearance in
English writing, and with
good reason: the
common name for this
intermediary season prior
to the arrival of autumn
was harvest, which
seemed confusing so
Autumn was widely
adopted. The word
autumn was, now, a big
hit.
Names for the season
didn't just end with
autumn, however. Poets
continued to be wowed
by the changes autumn
brought, and in time, the
phrase "the fall of the
leaves" came to be
associated with the
season. This was
shortened in the 1600s to
fall.
Around this time,
England's empire was
fast expanding, which
meant that the English
language was going
places. One place it went
was to the New World,
and here, especially after
independence in 1776,
the fact that the type of
English spoken in
America became
separate as part of the
early national identity, and
the gulf between the two
dialects of English
widened to what it has
become today.
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Aubrey Moore recalls Autumn in Appleby …
When I was allowed to carry a gun by myself and as soon as September was in, I would be out
at dawn walking up partridges. The night before I would watch where they jugged. As soon as it
was light enough I would walk to the spot hopefully. By seven o’ clock I would likely have a
couple of brace, ready for a large breakfast, possibly including mushrooms I had gathered.
Up to this time my rabbit killing was by ferret and purse net. This was a net fashioned as a bag
and placed over the bolt-hole. One soon learned which this hole was. Sometimes a good deal of
digging had to be done if a line got fast round a root or a loose ferret would not leave the rabbit it
had killed.
As soon as possible after killing a rabbit it had to be dealt with. I was taught all about this when
very small. First the rabbit was drained by pressing round the area of the bladder. Then the belly
was slit open and all the guts pulled out. This was much easier done when the rabbit was warm.
It was rather a smelly job when they were cold. Then a slit was made in the hind leg between the
bone and the sinew and the other leg threaded through, a nick made in the hock and there was a
loop to sling it on to a stick to be carried over the shoulder. There was a big row if caught
carrying one on the gun barrel. The alternative was to carry them in the ‘hare’ pocket of the
jacket. This was a very large pocket on the inside of the jacket big enough to hold a hare, hence
its name. Most country men and boys had one, or one each side of their jackets. It was
surprising what one could carry in these pockets. Whenever I killed rabbits I nearly always gave
them to the men though some went for our own consumption. The men appreciated them. It
meant a good meal for a family. If we had one in the dining room it was often roasted whole. The
skins were hung up to dry. These were bought by the ‘rag and bone man’. These people came
round at intervals and took away all
the useful rubbish such as old rags, bones, rabbit skins and certain
kinds of bottles. Sometimes with a bit of luck I would do the selling
and pocket the proceeds.
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Hamster eating ???
More memories from Karen Brown.
This time about her Grandfather Issac
My Grandfather Isaac was a precision engineer at
the Cammell Laird shipyard in Liverpool. I called
him Gangan because as a young child I couldn’t
pronounce Grandad, and the name stuck.
From time to time Isaac would employ gangs of
general labourers. In one cohort there was a young
man who was always playing practical jokes,
making everybody laugh and generally messing
around. Too much laughter and not enough work!
Eventually Isaac had to sack him.
A few years later this young man formed a group
called The Midniters which was part of the famous
Merseybeat scene. More importantly his career as
a comedian was launched after he appeared on a
television programme called Opportunity Knocks
and later on The Royal Variety Performance.

His name......Freddie Starr!
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In this month
1452 ... England’s last Plantagenet
King Richard III is born.
1805 … Admiral Nelson is mortally
wounded at the Battle of Trafalgar,
near Gibraltar.
1618 … English courtier, writer
and explorer Sir Walter Raleigh is
beheaded on the orders of King
James I.
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Autumnal Colours

Hangman’s
tale ..

Do the paint isles in B n Q hold memories of discussions of
which colour is best for the back bedroom?

J

oan Noble lived in
a cottage once
frequented by the
local hangman. Samuel
Haywood was actually a
servant of the squire of
the early nineteenth
century, George Moore,
and was probably a
coachman or gardener at
Appleby Hall.
The
squire was responsible
for the hangings in this
part of the county and in
Samuel Haywood he
found someone who
would carry out
this task.
S a m u e l
would walk
f r o m
Appleby to
Leicester,
perform
his duty
and return
h o m e
again.
He
w o u l d
probably have a
lift now and again
in wagon or trap.

H

eather Gri n, is a
professional artist living in
Appleby Magna, whose life
revolves around colour. She was
fascinated by the names used to
describe certain colours back in the
16th century.
At this time most artists took their
colour from nature hence the very
descriptive names we see on the
colour chart.
History shows us
that the names of the colours
originated from dyes
used for clothing and
were transferred to
names of paints that
had a similar hue.

Always choose carefully
Marina’s DIY memories …
I suppose I was about 10 when my Mom said to me, “Rina,
we need ve rolls of paper for the front [best] room. Go with
your Dad - and make sure he doesn’t bring back the rst thing he
sees!” Dad never went shopping – it was women’s work.

He may have simply
rested but it was
essential to point one’s
feet in the direction one
w a s m a k i n g f o r,
otherwise it was all too
easy after waking from a
nap, to be unsure
whether to go to the
right or the left.

So o we went. We went past the corner pub, a couple of shops and
Mason’s the grocers and we were there. We looked in the window. There
were several rolls on display, mostly oral. “Do you like that one?” said
Dad, pointing to one at the very front. “Yes” I said - and in we went. I had
a nagging feeling.
“Can I help you?” “Yes, I’d like ve rolls of the one at the front of the
window, please.”
We tucked them under our arms and went home.
“Well, did you get them then?” asked Mom, smiling. Then her face fell.
“Rina, I told you to keep an eye on him!” She shook her head, looked
resigned. “Well, it will have to do now.”
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